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New Docs Reveal Truck Makers’ Coordinated Campaign Against Climate Plan 
Industry lobbying lawmakers in multiple states against the Advanced Clean Truck (ACT) rule 
 
The US truck manufacturing sector is directly lobbying lawmakers across multiple states as part of 
a coordinated campaign against the adoption of the Advanced Clean Truck (ACT) rule, new 
research by climate think tank InfluenceMap shows. 
 
It also shows how the industry’s key industry association - the Truck and Engine Manufacturers 
Association (EMA) – is pushing to stop the federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) from 
allowing California to adopt the plan. 
 
The ACT rule, first passed by California, would mandate an increasing percentage of medium and 
heavy duty vehicle sales be zero emissions vehicles. 
 
The analysis draws on publicly-available evidence as well as thousands of pages of previously 
unseen documents obtained via Freedom of Information (FOIA) requests across 11 states that 
have either adopted the ACT rule or have signaled their intention to do so.  (Links to key state-by-
state evidence at the end of press release) 
 
The report shows: 
 

• The EMA has spearheaded the campaign against the ACT rule, by directly lobbying 
policymakers in at least eight states: California, Colorado, Maine, Massachusetts, New 
Jersey, New York, Oregon and Washington.   
 

• Volvo, Daimler Truck, Volkswagen (Navistar) and PACCAR each lobbied to oppose the 
adoption of the ACT rule in at least three states, according to FOIA documents.  
 

• Ford and General Motors appear to have been less directly engaged in lobbying on the 
policy, yet remain members of the EMA. 
 

• At a federal level, Volvo, Daimler Truck, Volkswagen (Navistar), PACCAR and the EMA 
have opposed the US Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) proposal to tighten existing 
“Phase 2” emissions standards. 

 
The report also details how the industry has deployed a climate-positive PR campaign, while at the 
same time lobbying against stricter emissions regulations. This includes a ‘Clean Truck Facts’ 
website - operated by the EMA - which pushes back against more stringent federal tailpipe 
emission rules. 
 
A separate campaign – ‘Partners for a Zero Emission Vehicle Future’ – declares that it supports the 
rollout of zero emissions trucks, but warns other states against adopting the ACT rule. Daimler 
Truck, Volvo, PACCAR, Navistar (a Volkswagen subsidiary) are founding members of this group 
and have used it to lobby state lawmakers. 

https://influencemap.org/report/US-Heavy-Duty-Transport-Climate-Change-20434
https://influencemap.org/report/US-Heavy-Duty-Transport-Climate-Change-20434


  

 

 
In the US, the transport sector accounts for 27% of greenhouse gas emissions – a quarter of which 
was generated by medium and heavy duty vehicles in 2020.  In November 2022, the US signed a 
global agreement committing to 100% new zero-emission medium and heavy-duty sales by 2040. 
 
InfluenceMap Analyst Kalina Dmitriew said: “By analyzing hundreds of documents obtained 
through freedom of information requests, we’ve been able to piece together the industry’s 
coordinated strategy to undermine the Advanced Clean Truck rule and its adoption in various parts 
of the country. 
 
“This behind-the-scenes lobbying effort direct to state lawmakers appears to run contrary to the 
industry’s public pro-climate PR strategy. 
 
“The truck manufacturing industry’s negative lobbying is undermining efforts to decarbonize the 
sector and poses a major risk to US climate targets – including the 2040 goal to only sell zero-
emissions trucks.” 
 

 
  

Click here for the full report. 
 
For further information or to arrange interviews, please contact: 
 
Simon Cullen, Communications Manager, InfluenceMap (London) 
E: simon.cullen@influencemap.org 
 
About InfluenceMap  
InfluenceMap is a London-based think tank with offices in Tokyo, Seoul, and New York. It provides data driven analysis 
on issues related to energy and climate change. Our metrics for measuring corporate influence over climate policy are 
used by investors, including the global Climate Action 100+ investor engagement process.  
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Summary of key state-based evidence 
(Full details available in Appendix 2 of the report) 

 
California:  The EMA opposed the ACT rule in a June 2020 consultation response obtained via FOIA 
request, warning in a different consultation response submitted in the same month that the 
“proposed myopic regulatory mandate is likely to compel manufacturers to abandon the California 
market”. Volvo Group and General Motors also advocated to weaken aspects of the plan. 
 
New Jersey:  In June 2021 consultation responses found via FOIA request, Volvo, Daimler Truck 
and EMA appeared to oppose the proposed adoption of the ACT rule, emphasizing concerns 
around costs and charging infrastructure roll-out, and instead advocated for a nationwide federal 
program to decarbonize MHDVs. In July 2021, the same organisations – Volvo, Daimler Truck, 
EMA, plus PACCAR and Navistar – wrote a joint letter to the Governor of New Jersey, as members 
of the Partners for a Zero Emission Vehicle Future coalition, further opposing the state’s proposed 
adoption of the rule.  
 
New York:  InfluenceMap found evidence via FOIA requests of EMA, Volvo, PACCAR, Daimler Truck 
and Navistar strongly opposing New York’s adoption of the Advanced Clean Truck (ACT) rule in a 
November 2021 oral testimony and consultation response submitted by the Partners For Zero 
Emission Vehicle Future (PZEVF) coalition (of which all entities are members). EMA opposed the 
rule in a November 2021 oral testimony, a November 2021 consultation response, and a March 
2021 letter, all found via FOIA request. It also appeared to oppose New York’s proposed adoption 
of the ACT rule in a December 2021 consultation response, stating “while EMA supports the New 
York Department of Environmental Conservation’s push to accelerate the deployment of ZEV 
trucks, we strongly oppose the proposed opt-in to the CARB’s ACT regulation as the means to 
reach that shared objective”. Kenworth, a subsidiary of PACCAR, also opposed the ACT rule in New 
York in a November 2021 letter found via FOIA request. 
 
Massachusetts: EMA appeared to oppose Massachusetts' adoption of the ACT rule in February 
and March 2022 consultation responses, both found via FOIA requests. It argued that “a ZEV-
deployment strategy that is centered around CARB’s Rules will more likely frustrate rather than 
foster the acquisition and use of ZEV trucks in Massachusetts, will hurt the Commonwealth’s 
economy, and will impede any envisioned environmental gains”. 
 
Oregon: In October 2021 emails found via FOIA request, Volvo, Navistar and Daimler Truck 
appeared to oppose Oregon’s proposed adoption of the ACT rule. Daimler Truck further appeared 
unsupportive of the adoption of the rule in a January 2021 presentation prepared for Oregon’s 
Department of Environmental Quality and an August 2021 email from Sean Waters, vice president 
of regulatory affairs at the company. In the presentation, Daimler Truck urged the state to “avoid 
an unattainable mandate to force percentages of sales or purchase to be zero emission”, arguing 
that “a too aggressive sales mandate may not be feasible to satisfy in the marketplace”. EMA 
appeared to oppose Oregon’s proposed adoption of the ACT rule in December 2020 and 
September 2021 consultation responses and a January 2021 letter (found via FOIA request), as 
well as in an August 2021 consultation response. 
 
Washington:  EMA appeared to oppose Washington’s proposed adoption of the ACT rule in an 
oral testimony at a Washington Department of Ecology public hearing in July 2021, as well as in an 
August 2021 consultation response. 
 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/50151c32ad3f1321a135cadd2f8d3ab3
https://influencemap.org/evidence/9dfbd9c6372b1163f7008a9f2b04d178
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/579f75e34470c5930efcb309c7876de6
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/b27f3b20ccdfdfdebdd0b4ce3c1e5629
https://influencemap.org/evidence/69eefc2c5445e1fe0142f84e823c18d6
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/a85167ed53e01b60831532d1f8ffbee7
https://influencemap.org/evidence/7f25c2a6a1955a8e316ce3d75295b058
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/bfc6fba9ed8d45d046613e0104ab249e
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/d5526825ed6d2f0cae21949e072f25a1
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/808bfab550d9bed4bee98166e87e69e5
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/d3124fddf66cdeb9c989483cc7ad5159
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/9c217d5798ab35048b440ccf8b2ebd43
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/79adaafa614cc0ba0a58b7944115c312
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/b9b8544ebe8b90f5cd4c6ad744ada154
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/ee61c74a3842f744f10196043f0d7549
https://influencemap.org/evidence/b97f7219eb6c5da0242280662d9261ca
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/56163da81f31232669ad7277316083ea
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/56163da81f31232669ad7277316083ea
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/598ff43cdf8cdab336fb352f370273f1
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/e7e44df3bf2d2fef4d1396105aff7daf
https://influencemap.org/evidence/e05d4164cb7c43a639a840f3d87bb5b0
https://influencemap.org/evidence/a724fa4b7979414c2fad44a94937b0d0
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/e05d4164cb7c43a639a840f3d87bb5b0
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/40acf7ac155e295ab93f98c210807ac0
https://influencemap.org/evidence/215094a982f6ad9f7346826c2b2b96f4
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/53bce8bc0b97466ab1f1f020dc783f52
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/c7294e3d0a17d1b9cb65ddb1adbe158b
https://influencemap.org/evidence/5300f73662b6b3e3445e7b9c94cf51d1
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/c7294e3d0a17d1b9cb65ddb1adbe158b
https://influencemap.org/evidence/4b2463e4832554c505c49d1a550358f9
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/3ff84883a384a6d830301992182557de
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/10166fa26982136b872f6f53664cfbed
https://influencemap.org/evidence/af6a911ffebb40cdc126687bb559ba40
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/340bc02f5429bdcf5c7f6c0153b184ac
https://influencemap.org/evidence/390b48c41c7ed5a43164b8c8c0e28289


  

 

Maine:  In Maine, which has signalled its intention to adopt the ACT rule, EMA argued in an 
October 2021 email to the state’s Department of Environmental Protection, obtained via FOIA 
request, that “a ZEV-deployment strategy that is centred around the ACT rule will more likely 
frustrate rather than foster the acquisition and use of ZEV trucks in Maine, will hurt the State’s 
economy, and will impede any envisioned environmental gains”. EMA also appeared to oppose 
Maine’s adoption of the ACT rule in a November 2021 oral testimony and an October 2021 
comments sent by email, both also obtained via FOIA request. Lobbying in Maine appears to have 
detrailed the adoption process. 
 
Colorado:  Lobbying from the EMA and its members has been particularly prominent in Colorado, 
which has signaled its intention to adopt the ACT rule. As well as opposing Colorado’s adoption of 
the rule in an April 2022 consultation response, at a December 2021 Colorado Clean Trucking 
Strategy working group meeting, Sean Waters, then chair of the EMA and vice president of 
regulatory affairs at Daimler Truck, explicitly stated "we strongly oppose the ACT rule”. Waters 
also appeared unsupportive in a March 2021 email to Colorado's Department of 
Transportation found via FOIA request, where he stated “we are committed to a zero emission 
future, but that isn’t going to happen through the ACT rule”. EMA and its members Daimler Truck, 
PACCAR, Volvo and Navistar also submitted a consultation response to Colorado’s Department of 
Public Health and Environment in April 2022 (found via FOIA request) as part of the “Partners for a 
Zero Emission Vehicle Future” coalition, opposing the state’s proposed adoption of the ACT rule. 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/76432e4d06bd16a071c5205fe13fa56d
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/4f5e8bd546faf3b17db6772a5b1b2f41
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/3c2a8511ba03837da115ff51163f8e3d
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/e2a45dc3d9be1c8b78e1533b69ba1121
https://influencemap.org/evidence/09065fd9283292aa88f067b4977a8247
https://influencemap.org/evidence/6df6b05bac4ceed7bba81eab95baa702
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/de0711bf8bffe98a680c2f3e9969ec49
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/7d6ab99830aac9c3a35e9034661ab25c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/e608298d7a57e47213041d7a31df086d
https://lobbymap.org/evidence/a2bb032aa8e925950b2d1a2133df7a04
https://influencemap.org/evidence/cf9e85c4202ecae60a92a21e6dbb9e95

